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INNER IDEALS IN QUADRATIC JORDAN ALGEBRAS

BY

KEVIN McCRIMMON

Abstract. The inner ideals play a role in the theory of quadratic Jordan algebras

analogous to that played by the one-sided ideals in the theory of associative algebras.

In particular, the Jordan algebras with descending chain condition on inner ideals

are intimately related to the Artinian associative algebras. In this paper we will

completely characterize all inner ideals in the semisimple Jordan algebras with

descending chain condition. It is well known that any left or right ideal S3 in a semi-

simple Artinian 3t is determined by an idempotent, 53 = 31/ or 33 = e3I. We show that

any inner ideal in the quadratic Jordan algebra 31+ has the form 33 = e3I/, and if

31 has involution * the inner ideals of the Jordan algebra §(31, *) of *-symmetric

elements are "usually" of the form 33 = e*§e. We also characterize the inner ideals

in the Jordan algebras 3(ß, c) or Z{N, c) determined by a quadratic or cubic form.

The Second Structure Theorem says that a simple, unital Jordan algebra with

d.c.c. on principal inner ideals belongs to one of six types. We begin by showing

conversely that any algebra of such type has the d.c.c. on principal inner ideals,

and characterizing the inner ideals in those types of capacity 3:3. The proof makes

detailed use of the structure theory, in particular the Coordinatization Theorem.

Then we re-investigate the six types of simple algebras case by case, characterizing

their inner ideals by more geometric methods.

1. Preliminaries. We recall some of the basic properties relating to inner ideals.

Throughout we work with unital quadratic Jordan algebras (see [2], [3]) over an

arbitrary commutative, associative ring of scalars <D. Thus S is equipped with a

cubic composition (x, y) -> Uxy which satisfies (among other axioms) the Funda-

mental Formula

(i) umx)y = uxuyux.

One obtains a Jordan algebra 91+ from an associative algebra % by taking Uxy

= xyx. An inner ideal is a subspace S3 of 3 such that [/»Scsg; the Fundamental

Formula shows that if b is any element of 8 then U& is an inner ideal, called the

principal inner ideal determined by b. An important example is when b = e is

idempotent, e2 = e, in which case Ue3 is just the Peirce 1-space %x(e).

Given an invertible element «eg we can form a new Jordan algebra, the

u-isotope S(u), with unit l(u} = u~1 and [/-operator U(x)=UxUu. It is important that

3 and its isotopes have the same inner ideals.
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We recall [2], [3] the basic

Minimal Inner Ideal Theorem. If SQ is a minimal inner ideal in a Jordan

algebra 3 then 33 has one of the following forms:

I. S3 = Oz for z trivial, £4 = 0;

II. 33 =(7,3/oro//6^0 in S3 but C/<b33 = S32 = 0 ;

III. 33 = U^for e a completely primitive idempotent.

In case II there is an isotope %iu) in which 33 is of type III, 33 = U%%M for e<u)

completely primitive in 3<u>.

An element x is regular (in the sense of von Neumann) if x= Uxy for some y;

an algebra is regular if all its elements are. This will prove a more useful condition

than requiring S to be semisimple in the sense that its Jacobson radical is zero.

For algebras satisfying the descending chain condition (or minimal condition) on

inner ideals the following are equivalent (see [4]):

(i) S is semisimple.

(ii) S is regular.

(iii) 3 contains no trivial elements z/0 with UZ = Q.

It is well known that the same equivalence holds in Artinian associative

algebras (with Ußt = zStz).

Lemma 1. Let 3 contain no trivial elements. If 33 is a principal inner ideal minimal

among all principal inner ideals, then 33 is minimal among all inner ideals. If $ has

minimum condition on principal inner ideals then every nonzero inner ideal contains

a minimal inner ideal.

Proof. Let 33 be minimal among all principal inner ideals but suppose 33 >S>0

for some (naturally nonprincipal) inner ideal ©. If c is any nonzero element of (£

we have U^^Q. since ß is inner; C/c3#0 since c#0 implies c is not trivial by our

hypothesis. But then Í/3 is a nonzero principal inner ideal strictly smaller than

33, i/cSc<£<33, contradicting the minimality of 33.

Now suppose 3 has d.c.c. on principal inner ideals, and let 33 be any nonzero

inner ideal. Then 33 contains nonzero principal inner ideals t/^^O (since Z»#0

cannot be trivial), so it contains a minimal principal inner ideal © by the d.c.c,

and by the above (£ is actually a minimal inner ideal.

The structure group of 3 is the set of bijective linear transformation T on $ for

which there exists a bijective T* satisfying

UTX = TUXT*

for all x e £$. From this it is clear that any element T of the structure group pre-

serves inner ideals: 733 is inner if 33 is inner. The structure group can also be de-

scribed as the isotopies of 3> the isomorphisms of 3 with its isotopes.

The First Structure Theorem for quadratic Jordan algebras with d.c.c. on

principal inner ideals [2], [3] says that every semisimple such algebra is a direct
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sum of a finite number of simple ideals. The Second Structure Theorem says the

simple ideals are isotopic to one of the following:

I. a Jordan division algebra;

II. a Jordan algebra 8(0, c) determined by a nondegenerate quadratic form;

II'. a split algebra 8(öo, <D0) for O0 an ample subspace of O;

III. A* for A an associative division algebra, «2:2;

IV. £>(An, A0) for «2:2, A an associative division algebra with involution (non-

trivial if « = 2) and A0 an ample subspace;

V. £>(On, O) for O = $2 a split quaternion algebra over its center $;

VI. £>(£3) for (£ a Cayley algebra over its center.

These are the algebras whose inner ideals we will investigate. We get rid of case I

right away by means of

Proposition 1. A Jordan algebra is a division algebra if and only if it is not trivial

and has no proper inner ideals.

Proof. If 8 is a division algebra, each element b^O is invertible, thus Ub is

invertible, so if 93 is an inner ideal and b #0 is in 93 we have 93=>i/(,8 = 8. Con-

versely, if 8 has no proper inner ideals we must have t/(,8 = 8 for all b, otherwise

Ub% = 0 and 0¿ is an inner ideal; but <D¿ = 8 would imply 8 is trivial, U%3 = 0.

As soon as one Ub is surjective the algebra 8 necessarily has a unit (see [5]), there-

fore 1 is in the range of all Ub (b^O) and so Ub and b are invertible.

Notice that this corresponds to the fact that an associative algebra is a division

algebra if and only if it is not trivial and contains no proper one-sided ideals.

2. The d.c.c. for principal inner ideals. Here we want to establish the d.c.c. at

least for principal inner ideals in the algebras in which we are interested. For finite-

dimensional situations we can say more.

Proposition 2. //"8 is a regular Jordan algebra then each inner ideal is invariant

under the centroid r(8). 7« particular, //8 is regular and finite dimensional over a

field O then 8 has the d.c.c. and a.c.c. on all inner ideals.

Proof. Let 93 be an inner ideal in 8, b e 93, and Te T(8). Then b=Uba for some

ae8 by regularity, so Tb = T(Uba)=Ub(Ta) e i/68c33- This shows 93 is invariant

under F(8). If 8 is an algebra over $, $ is contained in the centroid and so all

inner ideals are <D-subspaces. The rest is clear.

Corollary. If 8 = $(£„> v) for ® a composition algebra over a field <D then 8

has the a.c.c. and d.c.c. on all inner ideals.

Proof. 2) has dimension 1, 2, 4, or 8 over O, so 8 is finite dimensional. The

regularity of such 8 is well known.

Corollary. If 8 —8(ß> c) f°r Q a nondegenerate quadratic form on a finite-

dimensional vector space 3£ over a field O, then 8 has a.c.c. and d.c.c. on all inner

ideals.
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Proposition 3. IfH is a regular associative algebra with involution then íp(9í, *)

is regular; indeed,

x*s&x n § = x*$x      (§ = §(9l, *))

for any x in St.

Proof. If x = x* belongs to § then by regularity of 9Í x = xax for some a e 91.

We need to find a symmetric element h which serves just as well. Now x = x*ax

= (xax)*ax = xa*xax = xhx where h = a*xae íq is symmetric (if \ e <D we could

more easily set h =\(a + a*)). This shows ÍQ is regular.

For arbitrary x e St, if x*ax belongs to § then by regularity of § there is h e §

with x*ox = (x*ö^)A(A:*ax) = (x*ax)*/»(x*aA:) = x*a*x/»x*ax = x*/rx for k = a*xhx*a

e íq. This shows x*9lx n £<=;»c*§;c; the reverse inclusion is obvious.

Corollary. /)«j principal inner ideal 6§6 /« .£>(9i, *) for 9Í regular is the inter-

section of íq >v;7/j the principal inner ideal 69ÍZ» in 91. //9l /íoí ?/»e a.c.c. or i/.c.c. o«

principal inner ideals then so does §(9i, *).

Proof. If b* = b is symmetric then /»£>/> = 691/» n § by the above. If bxigbx,

b2içb2,... is an ascending or descending sequence of principal inner ideals in ©

then bi^Lbi, o29to2,... is also increasing or decreasing in 9t by regularity (if

b^b^cÍQc then ¿» e bícb'^cÍQc^c'ñc implies Z>9íZ><=c9íc), and if this latter sequence

in 9Í is constant after some point then so is the sequence of biiçbi = bi'}lbi n §.

If 91 is regular and has the a.c.c. or d.c.c. on left and right ideals then it also has

it on principal inner ideals, since o9t/» = /»91 n 916 by regularity (x = ba = cb => x

= xyx = baycb) and if o9t6c:c9Ic then b e c9tc so 69tc:c9t and 9lo<=9ic. Thus from

the previous corollary we obtain

Proposition 4. //9Í is a regular Artinian algebra with involution then §(9i, *) is

regular and has the a.c.c. and d.c.c. on principal inner ideals.

A particular example of an algebra with involution is 91 = 91 ©91° under the

exchange involution. Here .§(91, *) is Jordan-isomorphic to 91+ , so as a special case

of Proposition 4 we see

Proposition 5. If "it is a regular Artinian algebra then 9t+ has the ascending and

descending chain conditions on principal inner ideals.

Some of our simple Jordan algebras do not quite have the nice form §(9t, *) or

3(2, c), but rather are ample outer ideals in such standard examples. We do not

have to establish regularity or the chain conditions separately for these outer

ideals—they are inherited from the larger algebra.

Proposition 6. // ® is an outer ideal in a Jordan algebra 3 then f$ is regular if

3 is. In this case

St n UxS = UxSt       (x e 3)

and St has the a.c.c. or d.c.c. on principal inner ideals ifi$ does.
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Proof. For regularity, given x e it we have x= Uxy for some y e 8 if 8 is regular;

in fact, we can assume y= Uyx (replacing _y by y'= Uyx if necessary), soy e i/jffcjï

by definition of an outer ideal. Thus Ä inherits regularity. In this case, if

y e Ä n Ux% then yen has y = Uyk for k e 5Î since ,f is regular, so y = Uyk e Umx)%k

= UxU%Uxk^ Ux® since 5Ï is outer. The reverse inclusion Uxñ<^® n Í/8 is clear.

Also in this case, b, c e Ä have U„$t<= Uc® if and only if (/(,8e1 ¿48 (b e t/„Äc f/cÄ

cí/c8 implies £/¡,8<=í/c8, and conversely 6e i/^cr/^ implies eefini/^

= í/cít so i/6Ä<= i/c£), so chains of principal inner ideals in ñ induce corresponding

chains in 8 so that a chain condition in 8 entails one in ñ.

Corollary. If A is an associative division algebra with involution, A0 an ample

subspace, then 8 = $(An, A0, y) is regular with a.c.c. and d.c.c. on principal inner

ideals.

3. The main theorem. In this section we will classify the inner ideals in the

simple algebras 8 of capacity 2:3. We first establish a lemma which says that, quite

generally, inner ideals are "close" to being principal inner ideals i/,,8, and in a

suitable isotope even close to being an inner ideal i/e8 f°r e idempotent. For the

purposes of this section we say an element e, idempotent in some isotope of 8,

has capacity m if we can write e = ex+ ■ ■ ■ +em for et completely primitive idem-

potents in that isotope.

Main Lemma. Let 8 be a regular Jordan algebra with d.c.c. on principal inner

ideals. If 93 is an inner ideal in 8 there is an isotope 8<li> and an element e(u) e 93,

idempotent of capacity m in that isotope, such that the Peirce decomposition of 93

in 8(u) relative to eM is

93 = Si + ®i,a        (»1/2 = 93 n 81/2, 3> = W»)).

Proof. We want to choose a maximal e, but since we are assuming the d.c.c.

rather than the a.c.c. we choose a minimal l—e instead. So consider the set of

principal inner ideals of the form 30(eiu))= U%.e(u^u) where e(u) e 93 is idem-

potent with capacity in 8"", and choose a minimal one. Since 93 is still inner in

8"" it suffices to replace 8 by 8(u) (and thus avoid cumbersome superscripts). So

suppose e e 93 is an idempotent with capacity such that 8o=L/1_e3 contains no

3(o">=l/i&-,c«)3(-) properly.

We have 93 = 931 + 931/2 + 930 (93¡ = 93 n 80 since if b = bx+bm + b0 lies in 93 so

do bx=Ueb (since e e 93) and bxl2 = e o b-2bx e 93 o 93 +93 c 33, and therefore

b0 = b-bx-bxl2 too. We have 8i = L''e3c:93 so 931=31. We must show 930 = 0.

Now 930 = 93 n 80 is an inner ideal in 80, and 80 inherits regularity and the d.c.c.

on principal inner ideals from 8, so we saw in Lemma 1 and the Minimal Inner

Ideal Theorem that if 930 is nonzero it contains a minimal inner ideal of the form

£4<)u<»8o'o) for e0Uo) a completely primitive idempotent in the isotope 8oUo>- But then

e(u) = e + e0Uo) e 93 is an idempotent with capacity in the isotope 8(,1) for u = e + u0,

and 8o(e(u))=t/i<«'»-<!<)"°'3=i/1(»o)_(!(iuo)8o = 3o(4lio))c So = 80(e) where the inclusion
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is strict since e0Uo) e %0(e) but e0u°> $ So^ó"0')- This contradicts the minimality of

So(e)> so 330 must be zero.

Let us call a subspace 33 of 3 a point space if it consists entirely of points (or

rank one elements), elements b which generate a 1-dimensional principal inner

ideal Ub% = ($>b. Note that every subspace of a point space is again a point space,

and every point space is an inner ideal.

Lemma 2. //"331/2 is a subspace of the Peirce space S1/2 relative to an idempotent

e then 33 = 3i + 331/2 will be an inner ideal if and only if

(2) pi^a, = o,

(3) 931/2 o & c 331/2.

/« ffl/s cöic a«y subspace 33í/2c:331/2 íwc/í //»a? 33'1/2 ° SicS31/2 g/£»es me io a« inner

ideal S3'=3i + 33i/2. 33 = Si + 931/2 will be a point space if and only if

(4) Si = <S>e,

(5) U*ll2%o=U*LI£x=0.

Proof. The conditions are necessary since i/»l/23ic33 n 3o = 0 and 331/2 ° Si

= í/Sua.g^^SS O Si/2 = 331/2. They are sufficient since they imply (for bxl2 e 931/2,

x¡, y¡ e SO

Ubm,Xlyi = (61/2 « ̂ ) o Xi e (331/2 o &) o 3, c 331/2,

Ubll2xm = oi,2 p /5i{/»i,2 » xxl2}-xxl2 o Po(b2m)

= bxl2 ° ^i{oi/2 ° *i/a} c 83i/2 °Sic 93i/2,
and hence

UtsSS = l/3i3 + i/»1(a3 +i/e1/a.3i3

= Si + t/SB1/2(Si + 3i,2 + So) + i/S8l,2.3l(S1+S1/2)

t= 9i -r^-P»!«*5jm»i,a4'3i) = S3.

If 33 is a point space then e e 33 has [/eS=<I>c so (4) holds; also í/sb1/2S0

cS8i/2nSi=0 implies (5). Conversely, if (4), (5) hold and b = ae + bxl2 e 93 then

i/4e = i/me + [/«,,,1(/ = «2c + a{e e ¿i,2} = afj,    U^S0=Ubllß0 = 0    by    (5),    Ubxxl2

= {ae xm bxl2} + Ubll2xxl2 = aPx(xx,2 o bxl2) + bxl2 o Px(bV2 o xx/2)-xXi2 o P0(bfl2)

= aße + ßbxl2-0 = ßb for Px(xxl2obXi2) = ße by (4). Thus Ub%= £/„($<?+ 3i,2 +So)

<= OZ» and /» is a point.

We can now state our main result.

Main Theorem. Let S be a simple unital Jordan algebra of capacity n^3, so

S^£(3\, 1)0, y) w//ere ® is either

(i) 1) = A © A0 for  A  an associative division  algebra  under  the  exchange

involution,

(ii) 'S) = A /or A a« associative division algebra with involution,

(iii) 1) = £l=02 a s/?//7 quaternion algebra with standard involution,
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(iv) Si=6a split Cayley algebra with standard involution (« = 3),

(v) ®=(£ a Cayley division algebra with standard involution (« = 3).

In case (ii) or (v) all inner ideals 93 are principal, 93 = Ub%, and in some isotope

93 = i/e<">3(u) /or e(u) idempotent in 8<u) ; '«e same holds in case (iv) when 93 «oí

capacity 2:2. 7« case (i) a// inner ideals have the form e*^efor ee5)„; the same holds

in case (iii) when 93 «oí capacity 2:2. 7« cases (iii) and (iv), et>ery capacity 1 /««er

/(7ea/ ¿S a /?o/«i space.  In case (iii)  euery maximal point space has the form

93 = Oei + Qe[12] or 93 = Oe1 + £C[12]+-he!G[ln] in a suitable isotope where

ex, e2,..., en are strongly connected completely primitive idempotents in 8<u> and e a

primitive idempotent in d. In case (iv), every maximal point space has either the

form 93 = Oe1+e£[12] or the form 93 = <I>e1 + £(£[12]-l-<I>e[13] in a suitable isotope

for ex, e2, e3 strongly connected idempotents in 8<u) and e a primitive idempotent in S.

Proof. By the Main Lemma, 93=8i + 931/2 relative to e=<?iH-+em in some

isotope, where ex,...,en are strongly connected primitive idempotents in 3<u)-

Relative to this family we obtain an isomorphism 8lu) = §fàn> ^o) by the Coordina-

tization Theorem [2], [3] in such a way that the e¡ correspond to the diagonal idem-

potents 1 [//]. Since S is simple, by the Herstein-Kleinfeld-Osborn Theorem we

have the possibilities (i)-(v) for S>, Replacing 3 by 3<u), assume §=$($«> ®o)-

We use this coordinatization to draw further information from the decomposi-

tion 93=8i + 931/2. Write b e 931/2 as b = ZxiJ(b)[ij] for xt/ô)e£>, l^í'^m,

m+llkjûn. (We use i,i' for indices between 1 and m, corresponding to the

idempotents ekk e 93, and// for indices between m+l and «, corresponding to

Zkk $ 33-) The condition (3) that 8i ° 33i/2c:931/2 amounts to d[i'i] ° b e 931/2,

d0[ii] o be 931/2 for d e % d0 e ■£„ since 8i = 2 ®o["I+ 2 ® ['"'], hence

(6) 931/2 = 931/2,! ©• • •© 931/2,m       (931/2>i = 93 n 31/afo) = e, o 931/2),

(7) x^doVi] o b) = d0xu(b)       (d0 e %0\

(8) xn(d [i'i ]ob) = dXij(b)       (deî).

The condition (2) that t/s31/28i=0 amounts to

VXi¡mmd0[ii] = {xxj(b)[ij] d0[ii] xir(b)[ij']} = 0

and

hence

{xtí(b)[ij] d[ii'] x^bWj]} = {Xii(b)[ij] d[ii'] x,,(b)[i'j']}

+ {xir(b)[ij']d[ii']xVi(b)[i'j]} = 0,

(9) x^b^oXiiib) = 0,

(10) Xij(b)^0xir(b) = 0,

(11) i(%(o)®xt-y(6)) = 0       (t(x) = x + x),

(12) Xi^dXi.jify + XuifydXi.ß) = 0.
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Let ©y denote the subspace of S) of elements of the form xu(b) for b e S31/2. By (9),

if the norm of x e 'S) is n(x) = xx, then

(13) »(€£„) = 0.

Also, if the capacity is m 2:2 then there exist distinct /, /' and (8) shows $5@yc: (S^.

In particular, (SyC^gi,^ for all i#i-, so all @w have a common value d¡ which is a

left ideal :

(14) % = &j (1 S i S m)   where î>®; c <£. (¡f w ¿ 2).

Right away we can get rid of cases (ii) and (v) and case (iv) when mä2;we claim

331/2 = 0, 33=Si = t4S is principal. Indeed, since 'S) is a division algebra in cases

(ii), (v) the formula (13) shows @i; = 0, xu(o) = 0, and o = 2 xtj(b)\ij] = 0 for /» s 331/2.

A similar argument works for case (iv) when mï2; here 'S) is not a division algebra,

but it still contains no proper left ideals, so by (14) Si; is an ideal which cannot

be all of® by (13), and @i; = 0.

Next, let us turn to case (i). Write xu(b) e 'S) = A © A0 as ytj(b) © zu(b). Then

(9) and (10) imply zij(b)yik(b)=0 for ally, k, and since A is a division algebra for

any b we have either zi;(Z>) = 0 or yik(b) = 0. But then a standard argument shows

either z0(o) = 0 for all b or yik(b) = 0 for all b (j, k fixed), therefore zo(S3) = 0 for all

j or .Vy(33) = 0 for all j. Furthermore, all indices i behave in the same way: if

jj;(S3)^0 but all z¡/33) = 0 then for any /' we have zrj(33) = 0 for all j because of

(14). Thus we may assume (say) zw(33) = 0 for all i,j (dually if all jii(33) = 0). This

means b = 2 xu(b)[ij] = 2 O/e) © 0}[y] = 2?•$>>[(/j for e = 1 © 0 e A © A° = ®.

Suppose jim+i,..., Jim+r form a basis for the space of linear functionals S3 -> A

spanned by yXm+x,.. .,yXn: J>im+S = 2 JiAs for s = r+\,.. .,n-m. By (8) this

implies jim + s = 2 .VtAsfor all i. Thus the component of b in 331/2-j (as in (6)) is y¡(b)

= 2SÎÎ tt/frMy] + 2, J«(*)V[' m + s] = 2lVi y^HUY where (/[(/]' = d[ij]
+ ^.dSjs[i m + s] = deije'jj + de',jen for £/,• = e« + 2 &js[j!m + s] are orthogonal idem-

potents in S = £>(An©A°) strongly connected to ei{ by 1 [//']'. Using the ej; in

place of the etj we obtain a coordinatization of S relative to which 331/2 = 0 331/2-i

= © %s\ij]' and 33 =e*Se for e = 2 eu + e 2 ¿„.

Before turning to case (iii) in capacity mä2we find it convenient to prove two

lemmas.

Lemma 3. // relative to ex,..., en the element b = xm+x[l m+l]+ ■ ■ ■ +xn[ln]

e C>(®n) (® = 0 or S) has Ubex=0 then there are primitive orthogonal idempotents

e'x,...,e'n with e'x = ex,..., e'm = em such that b e Si„ = Uei.e-ß-

Proof. For convenience we assume m = 1 ; choose e2,...,en so that b has as

few nonzero entries in Si2> • ■ ■ > Sm as possible. We claim there is just one such

entry. Otherwise there are two—for convenience say ¿ = 2*¡[1'] where x2, x3^Q.

The components in S22 and S23 of Ubex are Ux¿X2xex = n(x2)e2 and {x3[13] ex x2[12]}

= x3x2[32], so n(x2) = 0 and x3x2 = 0. By nondegeneracy of the norm form on
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ÍS=DorE there is x e 3) with n(x, x3)= 1 ; then x2 = n(x, x3)x2 = x(x3x2) + x3(xx2)

= x3a where a = xx2 has n(a) = n(x)n(x2) = 0.

Consider e2 = e2-a[32], e3 = e3 + fl[32], e¡ = ej for /#2, 3. Since n(d) = 0, e'2 and

e3 are primitive orthogonal idempotents, e2 + e3 = e2 + e3, so the e\ form a primitive

orthogonal family. The components of b in 8í¡ for / = 4,...,« are the same as

those in 3n since {ex b e'¡} = {ex b e¡}, but the component in 812 is now zero since

{ex b e'2} = {ex b e2}-{e! b a[32]}

= x2[l2]-{ex x2[12] a[23]}-{ex x3[13] a[32]}

= {x2- x3a}[l2]- x2a[l3] = 0

where x2 = x3a and x2ä = (x3a)a = x3n(a) = 0. Thus we have one less component

relative to e2,..., e'n, contradicting the minimality of e2,..., en. This means there

could only have been one nonzero component to begin with.

Lemma 4. Any totally isotropic subspace S0 of the split Cayley algebra (£ is

isotopic to one of

(i) ®*xi,

(ii) <P£ll + (D£l0 or <&exx + Q>eox,

(iii) Oeil + Oe10 + <Di710 or 4»*u + <De0i + ^01,

(iv) en® = <D£ll + Oe10 + Ot,10 + <D»10 or fou = <Deu + 4>£01 + <Dry01 + 0»O1

according to its dimension, where »u> e00, ex0, eox, t¡x0, r¡01, vxo, vox is a basis of Cayley

matrix units for ß.

There is an isomorphism §(Q3, y) -*■ §(K3, y') sending e¡ -*■ e¡ andQ0[12] -> ©ó[12]

where S0 is one of (i)-(iv). Similarly, in the case of a totally isotropic subspace D0

of a split quaternion algebra ¡Q there is an isomorphism .Ç(0„, y) -> .^(Q,, y') sending

e¡ -> e¡ and O0[ln] -> O0[l«] H'«ere G0 is o«e o/(i)-(ii).

Proof. By Witt's Theorem, every totally isotropic subspace (S0 of £ is conjugate

to one of the first members of the pairs (i)-(iv) under an orthogonal transforma-

tion, and conjugate to either the first or second member of the pair under a proper

orthogonal transformation t. Then [8, p. 161] we have t(xy) = tx(x)t2(y) for proper

orthogonal tx, t2. This implies tx(x) = t(x)u, t2(x) = vt(y), and t(xy) = {t(x)u}{vt(y)}

for w = r2(l)_1, v=tx(l)~1. Thus t is an isomorphism of S with its u, y-isotope

&u-v) (see [7]) sending G0 to one of the above standard models (£0.

The isomorphism S -*■ S'*-1" extends to an isomorphism £>(ß3, y) -> íq((í3u-v\ y")

sending e¡^e¡ and ß0[//] -*■ ®ó[ol- On the other hand, the elements (ra)_1[12],

t;_1[13] determine a coordinatization 9: §(S3, y') -> §(S(3I'l,), y") f°r y2 = "(w)y2, y"3

= n(v)y3 by [7, Theorem 3]. Turning this around, for y2 = n(uv) ~ 1y2, y3 = «(y)_1y3

we have 9-1 : ©(©j,»'* y')-> ©((£3, y') sending e, -> e„ G0[12]->©0[12] (<p corre-

sponds to the identity map on £[12] -> &U-V)[12], though not on the other ©[«/]).

Composing these, we obtain the desired ¿p(®3, y) -> §(£3, y')-

A similar process works in the quaternion case.
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To return to case (iii), mâ2, if 331/2^0 then from (6) 331/2 = © 331/2i we can

assume (for convenience) S31/21^0: some b0 = 'Z xXj(b0)[lj]¥:0. Applying the

lemmas we can assume b0 = e[ln]. By linearizing (12) with i'=l,j'=n we have

0 = x¡j(b) í/xi„(60) + *íaA>) dxXn(b) + xin(b) dxXj(b0) + xin(b0) dxu(b)

= xtj(b) de   for all b e 33, d e®.

By primeness of ® = äQ we get xi;(/3) = 0 for all b as long as i=£l, j±n. But then

©¡, = 0 for //!,;#» implies @; = 0 forjan by (14), while e e @n implies @n=>®e;

since 'Se is maximal isotropic, by (13) we have ®„ = ®e. Thus 33i;2¡ = @in[7>;] =©„[/«]

—$*[/»] and  S3i/2 = 0 331/2,¡ = 1)e[l«]-l-h®e[w«].  It is easily verified that

33 = <?*®ne n S = e*3^ for e = exl+ • • • + <?„„, + «?„„ in ®B (note KJSloNW

= (D¿£enn = 0).

Finally, we must consider the case of capacity m= 1 in (iii) and (iv). We begin

with (iii), 33 = 0e1 + a31/2 where any ¿> e S31/2 can be written b = x2(b)[l2]+ ■ ■ ■

+ xn(b)[ln]. By the lemmas we may assume 60 = e[12] e 931/2. From (9), (10)

xjb)xk(b) = 0

so linearization gives

Xj(b)xk(bo) + Xj(b0)xk(b) = 0.

Fory=2, k^2 we have x2(b0) = e, xk(bo) = 0 so ¿xk(b) = 0. In 'S) we have £ = eu,

£ = e00=1—£ll so this says xk(b) ee'S) = 'S)xx + ®i0 = 0£;ii + 0*10 (ei} the matrix

units for ® = <P2) :

xk(b) = akii(o>ii + o£fclo(o)£io       (k ¥= 2).

For k = 2we get

X2(b)e + ëX2(b) = 0, ëX2(b)è = 0,

X2(b) = cc2XX(b)exx + a2Xo(b)eXo + a2oX(b)eQX.

Then

0 = Xk(b)x2(b) = {akxx(b)eoo-akxo(b)exo}{a2xx(b)exx+a2xo(b)exo + a2oX(b)EoX}

= akii(b)a2oi(b)e0i - «kio(b)a20i(b)Exx

and

0 = x2(b)x2(b)

=  {«21l(o)£00 - «2lo(o)£10 - «20l(*)e0l}{«21l(*)ell + a21o(o>10 + «20l(*)e0l}

=   - «21o(¿)«20l(¿)ell - a20l(o)«21o(o)£00

imply

(15) «icii(o)a2oi(o) = <*kio(b)<*2oi(b) = <*2io(b)a2oi(b) = 0.
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There are two possibilities: if a20x(b) vanishes identically then xk(b) e e^!,

x2(b)eeD so S,/Sct3i[12]+ • • • +eX[ln] where 93' = <De1 + e,D[12]-r-• • • +eT[1«]

is already a maximal point space. On the other hand, if the function a201 does not

vanish identically then by (15) and its linearization akXX=akXO = a2XO = 0, xk(b) = 0

for £#2 and x2(b) EfDxx + rS)0X = '^e, 931/2c£e[12] where again 93" = <Dei+3>i[12]

is a maximal point space.

A more complicated argument applies to case (iv) when m=l. Following the

approach of T. A. Springer and F. Veldkamp [9], we show that every point space

93 of dimension S 5 can be imbedded in a Peirce space 80(^3) for some e3 in some

isotope.

We will have occasion to use the following criterion: if we can find a, ß e O and

a e (Í such that

(i)   aß = nia),

(16) (ii)   for all b = Xex+x2[l2] + x3[l3] in 93 = <bex + 931/2, ax2 + x3a = 0,

ßx3 + x2a = 0,

then in 8 =8<u"1), u = ex + c[23] where

(iii)    n(a, c) = 1,    «(c) * 0

(such elements always exist for tz#0), the element e"3= Uuw for w = ae2+ße3 + a[23]

is a primitive idempotent with 93c80(e"3). To see this, note Ü¡3= UÍ3Uu-^ = UUUW

and Vë3=Vè3.u-l=Vu.w- The condition that e"3 be idempotent in 3 is w=Uwu

= {aßc + aca}[23] + an(a,c)e2 + ßn(a,c)e3, so the result follows from (iii) (observe

aßc + aca = n(a)c + {n(a, c)a — cn(a)} = a). The condition that e"3 be primitive is that

w be rank 1, which follows from (i). The conditions i/ä393= Kj393 = 0 that 93 be

contained in 80(^3) reduce to t/M93 = {w w 93} = 0; the first is automatic since

M'e3o(^i), as is {« w OeJ = 0, while {u wx2[l2] + x3[l3]} ={ßx3 + x2a}c[l2]

+ {ax2 + x3ä}c[l3] = 0 by (ii).

If è = x2[12] + x3[13] e 93 where bx = e[l2] e 93 then the conditions

- _
x2(b)x3(bx) + x2(bx)x3(b) = 0

imply ex3=0,

(17) x3(b) = a3xx(b)exx+x3X0(b)       (x3X0(b)E<Zx0).

Similarly

x2(b)x2(bx) + x2(bx)x2(b) = 0

implies ¿"x2(¿>)é" = 0, and by subtracting a suitable multiple of bx we can also arrange

that ex2(b)e = 0:

(18) x2(b) = x2X0(b) + x20X(b)       (x2ii(b) e Gw).
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The condition n(x2(b)) = 0 and x2(b)x3(b) = 0 leads to

(19) x20x(b)±x2X0(b),

(20) x20X(b)±x3X0(b),

(21) a3ii(p)x2Oi(6) = X31o(6)x21o(0)

(where x±y means t(x,y) = 0). If b2 = eX0[l2] e 33 then similarly £10*3 = 0, and

£oi*3 = 0 if £0i[12]e33:

(22) exox3Xo(b) = 0   if «10[12]eSB,

(23) a3XX(b) = 0, e0x±X3x0(b)    if «oi[12] e S3,

while from n(x2) = 0 we get by linearization

(24) exo±x20x(b)   if£l0[12]6 33,

(25) e0X±x2X0(b)   ¡f«oi[12]e».

The case dim 93= 1 is an immediate application of the Main Lemma:

(26) 33! = <&ex.

Similarly, if dim 33 = 2 by Lemmas 3, 4 we may take

(27) 332 = <¡>ei + <ben[l2].

Consider the case dim 33 = 3; we may assume 333 = 932 + <D¿»2 for 332 as in (27),

¿2 = x2[12]+x3[13]. If we take a = /? = 0, a = x20i (as in (18)) then condition (16)

is met (using (19), (20)) as long as x20X^0t so by passing to an isotope we may

assume 333 = <l>e1+©0[12] for ©0 a 2-dimensional totally isotropic subspace of®.

If x20i = 0 we take a = ß = 0, a = aox in ©01 with a0iJL^3io> ^2io (which is always

possible). By Lemma 4 we may arrange it so that

(28) 333 = Oe1 + (<D£ll + <l>e1o)[12]    or   ^ = <!>ex+(<t>exx + <ï>eox)[l2].

Write 334 = 333 + 063 for S33 as in (28), o3 = x2[12]+x3[13]. In the first possibility

of (28) we take <x = ß = 0, a = x20i and again obtain (16) using (24) for b2 and as

before for bx, b3 (as long as x201#0; when x20i=0 we take a = ß = 0, a = aox eS0i

where ö0iJ_£io. *3io> x2X0, which is possible since (22) implies x310 e Q>£X0 because

JWio = 0 implies yx0, z10 in 610 are linearly dependent). Similarly, in the second

possibility of (28) we may assume x3J=0 (or else %S1<=<be1+Q.[i2] already), and

«3ii = 0 by (23), so x3x0^0. Then (21) x310x210 = 0 implies x210= — ßx3X0 for some ß,

and if we take this ß together with a = 0,a = eoo we obtain (16) by (23), (25), and the

definition of ß. Thus in all cases we get 334<= <bex +©[12], and by Lemma 4 again we

can assume

934 = <S>ex + (<&exx+.<t>eX0 +<S>r¡ X0)[12]    or

(29)
934 =  <t>ex + (<t>exx + <t>eox + ®r¡QX)[l2].
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Write 935 = 934 + <£¿>4, ¿>4 = x2[12]+x3[13] as always. Consider the first case in

(29). Linearizing (21) gives x310ej.0 = x310r/x0 = 0 (xijk = xijk(bi)), so x310 = 0. If

a3n=0 then x3 = 0 and already %}i<^Q>ex+(i[l2]. Otherwise (21) yields a311x201=0

so x201=0, ¿>4 = x210[12]-r-a311£11[13], so (by subtracting off suitable multiples of

£io[12], t?io[12]) we can assume è4 = —ßvxo[l2] + exl[l3]. If we take a = 0, a = vox

then (16) is trivial for bx, b2, b3 and holds for ¿4 by definition of ß and since

fio"«'—'u- Now consider the second case in (29). By (21) a311=0, x310J_£10 (and

similarly jc3i0_Lijio)> so x310 = Av10. Similarly (25) implies x2x0= — ßvx0. If A = 0

then x3 = 0 and by (17) 935c:<I>e1 +©[12], so we may assume A=l. Then by (20)

x20XJ_vX0, so x20X e <J>£01 + Orj01 and by subtracting off elements of 934 we can

assume a:201 = 0 : bi = v10[l3]— ßvX0[l2]. Taking « = 0, a = £00 we obtain (16) by

definition of ß. Thus in all cases we get 935cd>e1+G>:[]2] in some isotope, and as

usual by Lemma 4 even

(30) 935 = Oé?! 4-<£eil [12]    or    S85 = $>ex + exx(Z[l2].

Finally, suppose 936 = 935-l-<I>è. If ¿> = x2[12]+x3[13] then x2 together with the

8i2-coefficients of 935 form a totally isotropic subspace of®; but the 812-coefficients

of 935 already form a maximal such subspace Qexx or exxd, so by subtracting off an

element of 935 we can assume b = x3[l3]. If 935 = <l>e1+(S:£11[12] is of first kind then

x3(<&exl) = 0 implies x3=0. Thus 935 = 5>e1+E£ii[12] is already maximal. If

935 = Oe1 + £11&[12] is of the second kind then x3(exx&) = 0, and the only possible

elements satisfying this are the x3 e <i>exx. Thus 936 = <t>e1 + £11(£[12] + <I>£11[13] and

this is maximal. These are the two types of maximal point spaces.

This completes the proof of the main theorem.

Remarks. In case (iii), 93 of capacity wè 2 we saw either 93=e(u)8e(u) in some

isotope or 93 = (e(u> + e/)8(e(u) + ef) for e{u), f symmetric idempotents and £ a prim-

itive idempotent in D. In the first case, if e(u' = ex + ■ ■ ■+ em we have dim 93

= m dim 1)0 + (m(m— l)/2) dim r£> = m + 2m(m—l) = m(2m — 1), while in the second,

if/=en we have dim 93 = «?(2«j- l) + 2m = m(2«i+ 1). This shows that these latter

93 cannot be obtained from a symmetric idempotent in any isotope, 93 ̂  e(u)3e(B)-

Similar remarks apply in case (iii), m=l.

We also remark that the arguments used for 1) = A 0 A0 and % = A also apply

when the capacity of 8 is n = 2.

4. The algebras 9i + . In this section we consider the algebras 31+ for 91 a semi-

simple Artinian algebra. It is more convenient to use regularity than semi-

simplicity. Recall that in the Main Theorem we saw every inner ideal in 9i + = £>('£„),

1D = A© A0 had the form 93 =,§•*£)# in a suitable isotope. If g is idempotent in

9t(li), gug=g, then h = ug is idempotent in 9Ï and satisfies 93 =«*£>«. Furthermore,

if we write «=/© e e 91 © 51° = S then e,f are idempotent in 91 and under the

isomorphism ,£(9i ©91°) ->9l + given by a@a^a we have «*(a©a)h =

(e ®f)(a © a)(f® e) = eaf© eaf -> eafi so in 9i+ each inner ideal has the form

93 = e9i/ We now give a more direct proof of this.
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Theorem 1. If 9Í is a regular Artinian algebra then any inner ideal 33 in 9i+ has

the form 93 = e9(/for idempotents e,f.

Proof. If 91 = © 91, is a direct sum of simple Artinian ideals, by regularity any

inner ideal will have the form 33 = © 33, for 33¡ inner in 9Í¡, so we may assume 9Í

itself is simple.

Choose a pair (e,f) of idempotents maximal with respect to the property

e9(/cS3. Nonzero e,/always exist—if 6/0 in 93 then by regularity b = bdb for

some d so that e = bd,f=db are nonzero idempotents with e9í/=6í/9Í£//»c/»9(ot=33.

Also recall (Proposition 5) that we have the a.c.c. and d.c.c. on principal inner

ideals. We claim e9l/=33, i.e. e'33 = 33/' = 0 for e' = 1 — c,/'= 1 —/ Suppose on the

contrary /» = c/'#0 for some c e 33. We first show ¿»e33: since b e c/'9tc/' (by

regularity) <= cf"Hc- c/'9ic/c c9ic + c/'9i/ where c9tc<=33, it suffices if c/'9i/= 93.

But 33=>{c/'9i e9t/} = c/'9le91/(since #' = 0) =c/'9t/(by simplicity ande ^0). Thus

b — cf e 33; if b = bdb we may assume d=f'd, so that//'=//= 0 gives fd=bf=0

and therefore the nonzero idempotent g = db has fg=gf=0 and hence f+g>f

On the other hand 33 contains {e9t//9t b} = e9t//9l • b (since bf= 0) =É?91/9í¿» = e9í¿>

(by simplicity and/#0) =>e9lg so 33=>e9t(/+g) contradicts the maximality off.

Thus 33/'= 0, and similarly e'33 = 0, so 33 = e9I/

Corollary. An inner ideal 93 in a regular Artinian algebra 9t+ satisfies 939193 c 33

(in particular, it is a subalgebra), and it is the intersection of a left and a right ideal:

33 = 339Í O 9133.

From this we see that not only does 91+ have the a.c.c. and d.c.c. on all inner

ideals, we can actually get a bound on the length of any chain of inner ideals.

Corollary. A regular Artinian algebra has the a.c.c. and d.c.c. on all inner

ideals. If W has capacity n then any proper chain 91+ =331>332> ■ • • >33r>0 of

inner ideals has length r ¿ 2« — 1.

Proof. We have decreasing chains 9193,, 53¡9Í of left and right ideals, so we may

find decreasing chains 1 =e1^e2ä • • ■ 2: er SO and 1 =fx^f2^ ■ ■ ■ â/r S Oof nonzero

idempotents with 9193, = 91/, 93,91 = e,9t. Then 33, = 33,91 n 9t33, = e,9t O 9í/ = e,9l/¡.

Since 33¡>33, + 1 we have either e,>c,+ 1 or/>/,+ 1. If c(e) denotes the capacity (or

rank) and we set c(93¡) = c(et) + c(/¡) then c(33,)>c(33, + 1). As c(331) = c(l) + c(l) = 2n

and c(93r) g 2 and the capacity at the rth stage 33r is at most c(33i) - (r- 1), we must

have 2n +1 - r S 2 or 2« - 1 S r.

5. The algebras §(9(, *). We begin by obtaining geometric representations of

these algebras and verifying thereby that algebras of types IV and V in our classifi-

cation cannot be isotopic.

First we consider algebras of the form S = £>(An, A0, y) where (i) A is an associa-

tive division algebra with involution S -> S, (ii) A0 is an ample subspace (i.e.

Aoc.?)(A, ") contains 1 and SA0S<=A0 for all Se A—this implies it contains all
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norms SS and traces S + S), and (iii) the y¡ are invertible elements of A0. 8 is an

ample outer ideal in 8 = £>(9f, *) for 9t=A„ under the involution x*=y~1xty,

which consists of those *-symmetric matrices x = (ai]) whose diagonal entries a¡¡

lie in yj_1A0. (A general *-symmetric matrix need only have ati = yf 1âiiyi, i.e.

yi«ii = «ity. = Yiaa

is symmetric and au ey(-1i>(A, ").)

Geometrically, 9t = Enda 93 for 93 an «-dimensional right vector space over A

with basis vx,..., vn where the matrix x = (aiJ) corresponds to the linear transforma-

tion x(i>¡) = 2 viaii- The involution * corresponds to the adjoint relative to the

nondegenerate (and nonalternate) Hermitian form </, w> on 93 defined by <yf, u¡>

= y¡, (.Vi, v¡) = 0 (í#y); necessarily all "quadratic values" <i>, v) lie in A0. Here 8

corresponds to the algebra £« , >, A0) of those selfadjoint transformations x

such that the values </, x(v)} still lie in A0. Conversely, any nondegenerate and

nonalternate Hermitian form on 93 can be diagonalized, and relative to an or-

thogonal basis with <u,, vi} = yi we have a ""-isomorphism of (EndA 93, *) with

(A„, *(y)); if the y¡ belong to an ample subspace A0 we get an isomorphism of

£>« , >, A0) with the matrix algebra .£>(An, A0, y) since the condition <rJf x(v¡)}

e A0, (vu x(Vj)y + (jDj, x(v$) e A0 that x = x* belong to §« , >, A0) reduces to

y ¡an e A0, y^ij + y^ji e A0. But the latter is a trace,

ri"ii+Yiaii = Yi"ii+YiiyF láuri) = Yiau+Ytan,

and hence automatically belongs to A0, so the only condition is that au e y¡_1A0.

Thus we may represent the abstract Jordan algebra 3 either as an algebra

£>(An, A0, y) of matrices or as an algebra £>« , >, A0) of linear transformations.

The other kind of algebra we must consider is ^ = ¡c(£in, ¡Q0, y) for O a split

quaternion algebra, C0 = <t> the center of ¡O. In this case we may choose a different

coordinatization so that y=l, and 3 = í>(&n, &)• (Note that in characteristic ^2

O0 = <J> = £)(O) consists of all symmetric elements of ¡G under the standard involu-

tion, but in characteristic 2 O0 = <I> is a proper ample subspace of £l.) Since O is

split we have 0=<1>2, and we have a ""-isomorphism of (On, *) with (02n, *(s))

for *(s) the canonical involution x*{s) = s~1xts determined by the standard sym-

plectic (2«) x (2«) matrix

HVo)
where the mapping ¡Qn-^<I>2n sends euekl^ ek+in,l + jn for eti (0<,i,J£l) and

ekl (1 Sk, /:£«) matrix units for C and <¡>n respectively. Thus .Ç(On) is isomorphic

to &(0>2n, *(*))• The elements of §(On, O) are precisely those ""-symmetric matrices

with diagonal entries in which e01, e10 do not appear, and since e01e£i -*-eiti+n,

£ioe¡i~> ei+nJ this corresponds to those matrices x = (a¡,) in £>(<3>2n, *(s)) in which

eiij+n and ei+ri)i do not appear: «¡,i + n = ai+nti = 0. We denote this algebra by

©(<l)2n, 0, *(s)) (in characteristic #2 it coincides with §(<t>2n, *(s))).
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To interpret this geometrically we introduce a 2«-dimensional vector space 33

with basis vx,..., v2n over O and a nondegenerate alternate bilinear form <t>, w>

on 3} with <n¡, t», + n>= — <t»i + n, fj>= 1 (1 ¿¡i^n) and all other products zero. Then

(<l>2n, *(») is *-isomorphic to (9Í, *) for 9t = End0 93 and * the adjoint relative to

the form <t», w}. Under this isomorphism the elements of .f)(i>2„, 0, *(s)) correspond

to the alternate transformations x, <i», x(v)} = 0 for all v e 93 (in analogy with the

situation in §(An, A0, y)). Indeed, a transformation x with matrix (ai}) is alternate

if and only if <»_»,, x(t»,)> = <d„ x(î»> + (v¡, x(i»,)> = 0 or

ai,i + n  = al + n,i  = 0!i + n,i~T'0:J+n,i  = ai,i+ n + aj,l+ n

=  «ü-«; + n,i + n  = 0 (1   ^  ¡J ^  «)

which is just the condition that (a„) belong to .<p((I)2n, 0, *(»). We denote the

(Jordan) algebra of such transformations by Alt « , ». Conversely, given any

nondegenerate alternate form <i>, n»> on ^3 we can find a symplectic basis vx,..., v2n,

and such a basis determines an isomorphism of Alt « , » with .Ç>(02n, 0, *(s)).

Thus we have isomorphisms

S S WP* *) S « V 0, *(») S Alt « , ».

Let us make one more remark about Alt « , ». We claim it is uniquely deter-

mined by 9l = End0 93 and the involution *, not by how we represent 91 and * in

terms of S3 and < , >. Indeed, Alt « , » is the unique minimal ample outer ideal in

£>(9i, *) and consists of all traces t(a) = a + a* for a e 91. If Alt (91, *) denotes the

set of traces, it forms a subspace of §(91,*) containing l=J.x(eu + ei+nA+n)

= 2ï (eii + eu) = tŒ.i eu) and closed under outer multiplication bt(a)b* = bab*

+ ba*b* = t(bab*), hence is an ample outer ideal. As any ample outer ideal contains

norms and traces, Alt (9t, *) is the unique minimal one. But it contains Alt « , »

since any alternate x = (a» = 2 «„% satisfying the above relations on the co-

efficients au is a trace x = t(a) for

a =  2 a»e"+ 2 ai.i+nei.i+n+ 2 ai+n.A+n.i (1   ̂   ¡J ^  «)•

Thus Alt« , » = Alt(9l, *).

We now consider isotopes of the algebras §(An, A0, y) and §(&„, <£). We use

the geometric representation of these as §« , >, A0) and Alt « , » for <i», w} a

Hermitian or alternate bilinear form on a vector space S3. In either case the

algebra is an ample outer ideal in §(91, *) for 9i = End 33 and * the adjoint relative

to the bilinear form. If u = u* is invertible in 91 then the map <p(x) = xu affords a

*-isomorphism of (9t(u), *) with (91, *(«)) for x*iu) = u~1x*u (u* = u guarantees *

remains an involution on the associative isotope 91'1"). In fact, <p(x ouy) = (p(xuy)

= xuyu = <p(x)cp(y) so 9l(u)->9t is an algebra isomorphism, and <p(x*) = x*u

= u~1u*x*u = u~1(xu)*u = (p(x)*(u) so it is a *-isomorphism. This induces an

isomorphism of ,'&(9i, *)(u) with §(9t, *(«)). If * is the transpose relative to a non-
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degenerate form <y, w> on 93 then *(u) is the transpose relative to <[v, w>(u>

= (v, u(w)} since

<t>, x(w)Yu) = iv, u(x(w))) = <X*M(t)), w>

= <u~1x*u(v), u(w)} = (x*iu)(v), wYu\

Here <t>, w>(,i) is nondegenerate if (.v, w} is because u is invertible. If <i>, w} is

Hermitian or skew-symmetric so is <t>, h,><") since u* = u. If the values <i>, v} all lie

in A0 and u e ,*p« , >, A0) then the values (v,;vy-u) = (v, u(v)} still lie in A0, and if

(fi, w> is alternate and u e Alt « , » then (.v, w>(u) will again be alternate. If

(j), w} is Hermitian but nonalternate then <t>, w>(u) will again be nonalternate

unless A is afield of characteristic 2 with identity involution, 93 is even dimensional,

and u is an alternate transformation. (It is well known that an alternate sesquilinear

form must have A a field with identity involution, and if it is also Hermitian then

A must have characteristic 2.)

We say that an involution on 91 = End 93 is a diagonal involution if it can be

represented as the adjoint relative to a nondegenerate nonalternate Hermitian

form, and symplectic or alternate if it can be represented as the adjoint relative

to a nondegenerate alternate form. Thus a diagonal involution may have an isotope

which is alternate (witness the j-isotope of the transpose involution on <D2n in

characteristic 2). However, even if (v, w)'"' is alternate the algebra £« , >, A0)<u)

= £« , >(u), A0) is not the same as Alt« , ><«•>) = £« , ><u), 0) since the former

contains some nonalternate transformations.

In the Main Theorem we saw that for Artinian 9Í with diagonal involution every

inner ideal was principal, 93 = b^b, and in a suitable isotope 93 = e(u)8e<u). As

before, the fact that e<u) is idempotent in 8<u), e(u) = e(u)ue(u\ implies e = «e(u) is

idempotent in 9Í itself and e*3e = e(u)«8«e(u) = e<u)8e('i> = 93. Thus we actually have

93 = e*8e for some idempotent in 9t (not necessarily in 3 = £>(5i, *))■

Theorem 2. Every inner ideal of 3 = í>(An, A0, y) is principal, 93 = b$¡b. An

alternate description is that 93 = e*8e/or some idempotent e in A„.

Proof. We use the geometric representation 3 = ©« , >, A0). Say that a trans-

formation x is alternate if (v, x(v)} = 0 for all v. We need a

Lemma 5. If(,v, w> is a nonalternate Hermitian form on 93 and 3 an ample outer

ideal in £>(9i, *) then the only element xe'ñ such that all elements of x*^x are

alternate, (v, x*^x(v)} = 0for all v, is x = 0. In particular, x*$jx = 0 implies x=0.

Proof. For any ae9t the element a*a belongs to 3, so 0 = <t\ x*a*ax(v)}

= (ax(v), ax(v)y. If jc/0 some x(v)^0, in which case for any w e%$ there is a e 9t

sending x(v) to w, a(x(v)) = w. But this would imply <w, w> = 0 for all w, contradict-

ing our assumption that the form is nonalternate. Thus we must have x = 0.

Returning to the proof of the theorem, the Lemma guarantees that any inner

ideal 93/0 contains nonalternate elements (if b^O, taking x = b gives such elements

in¿>8¿><=93).
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Among the principal inner ideals ¿So contained in 93 for b nonalternate, choose

a maximal one (by Propositions 4, 6 S has the a.c.c. and d.c.c. on principal inner

ideals). By regularity (Propositions 4, 6 again) b = bdb, so e = db and e* = bd are

idempotents in 9Í (not necessarily in S). and e*Se = bd^db^b^b. Moreover, we

have equality b$b = e*3e since b^b = e*b^be^e*^e. We will show that 93 = e*Se

=¿>s¿>.
For any c e S3 we have e*c + ce = bdc + cdb = {b d c} e S3, hence for e' = l — e also

e'*ce' = (l-e*)c(l-e) = c-(e*c + ce) + e*cee33 so e'*33e'c33. We claim e'*33c'

= 0. If cec'*33e' were nonzero then the element ¿>' = 6 + ce33 would be non-

alternate since <et», b'e(v)} = <t», e*b'e(v)} = <t», b(v)} # 0 by choice of b (note

b = e*b = be, e*c = ce = 0). The principal inner ideal ¿»'S/»'<=33 contains b'e^e*b'

= /»S6 and also b'e'^e'*b' = c^c, which by regularity contains c £ b^b = e*^e, so

6'So'>Z>S/> contradicts the maximality of ¿»S». Having shown e'*S3e' = 0 we see

e'*(ceSe*c)e' = 0 for any c e 93, and by the lemma x*S* = 0 for x = e*ce' implies

x = 0. Also x* = 0, so e*ce' = e'*ce = 0. This shows that for any c e 93 we have

c = (e* + e'*)c(e + e') = e*ce and hence 93 = e*Se.

Rephrasing this in abstract terms,

Theorem 3. //91 is a regular Artinian algebra with diagonal involution, and S is

an ample outer ideal in £»(91, *), then any inner ideal 93 in S is principal: 93 = ¿>S6.

We can also express 93 as 93 = e*Se for some idempotent e e 91.

Corollary. Any inner ideal in S is the intersection 93= S t~i 33 for 93 a« /««er

ideal in 9Í. Ifb,c are in 93 i/ien bac + ca*b e 93 /or a/y a e 91.

Corollary. //"9Í ¿sa regular Artinian algebra with diagonal involution, then any

ample outer ideal S in §(91, *) has the a.c.c. and d.c.c. on all inner ideals. If% has

capacity n then any proper chain S = 931>332> • • • >93r>0 of inner ideals in S bas

length r^n.

Proof. If we are given inner ideals 93 = e*Se=>/*S/=® we can renormalize so

that e^f: we have S = cSc for some c, and regularity c = cdc e&<^e*3e implies

e*c = ce = c, so if we set g = edc we have g2 = edcedc = edcdc = edc = g, g*£sg

= cde*Sedc<=c%c=&, and e = cSc = co'(cSc)í/cccí/93í/c = ca'e*Seí/c = g*Sg, so that

S=g*Sg where the idempotent g has et g since ege = e2dce = edc = g.

Given S =93i > ■ • • > 33r > 0 we can write 33, = e*3e, for 1 = ex > e2 > ■ ■ ■ > er > 0

and hence r i= n.

Turning to the case of alternate involutions, since S = í>(^)2n> *(») is finite

dimensional over its center í>, by Proposition 2 all inner ideals are <D-subspaces

and we have the a.c.c. and d.c.c.

Theorem 4.1fñ is a regular Artinian algebra with alternate involution, then

S = Alt (91, *) has the a.c.c. and d.c.c. on all inner ideals.
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We saw in the Main Theorem that the inner ideals were either point spaces or

had the form e<u'8e<u) in some isotope, hence as before the form e*8e for e idem-

potent in 91. We give a variant proof.

Theorem 5. 7/91 is a regular Artinian algebra with alternate involution, then any

inner ideal 93 in 8 = Alt (9t, *) is either a point space or of the form e*8e. A maximal

point space either has the form 93 = (e+/)*8(e+/) or 93 = e*8e-M(/9le') for e a

rank 2 idempotent, f a rank 1 idempotent satisfying e/=/e = 0 or e*f=fe*=f

respectively.

Proof. We begin as in the case of a diagonal involution, choosing a maximal

principal inner ideal b^b^'Sß; if 93 is not a point space we can assume b%b^<bb,

otherwise assume 93 is a maximal point space. We have b^b = e*^e for e = db,

e* = bd where b = bdb, and e'*93e' = 0 as before. We also obtain e'""ce8e*ce' = 0 for

any c s 93; however, unlike the diagonal case, x*8x = 0 does not imply x = 0.

Lemma 6. If (v, u>> is a nondegenerate alternate form on 93 and <3^, w~)=0for

v, w#0, 8 = Alt« , », then w e <&v. Consequently !$v = v1 for any v^O, while if

9B is a subspace of dimension > 1 then 393 = 93. A transformation x satisfies x*%jx = 0

if and only if x has rank ^ 1.

Proof. Since 8 contains all a + a* for a e 9t = End 93, if w were independent of v

we could find a e 91 with a(w) = 0 but (a(v), w>#0. But then (.a(v), w> = <a«), w}

+ <[v, a(w)} = ((a + a*)v, w> = 0, a contradiction. Thus w must lie in <&v. From this

we see (Qv)1 = <¡>v if i>/0, hence ^v = (Qv)ll = v1. If 9S has dimension >1 then

89S = J,wew 3w = 2u>s3B w1 = 93 (any w1 has codimension 1, and if w\ = w^ then

wx e 3>w2 so two independent wi will span 93). If x*8x = 0 then 0 = <x*3x(93), 93>

= <8x(93), jc(93)> implies 3x(93)#93, so by the above x(^3) has dimension á f-

Returning to the proof of the theorem, this says x = e*ce' has rank ^ 1 for all

c e 93. If x = 0 then e*ce' = e'*ce = e'*ce' = 0 for all c, c = e*ce, and 93 = e*8e = ¿8*

so we are done. Thus we may assume some c10 = e*ce'#0; by the lemma Ci0(93)

= Ou0 is 1-dimensional. If c'x0 = e*c'e' for some other c' e 93 then

0 = e'*{c'(e3<?*)c + c(e3e"")c'}e' = ci?8c10 + cfo3c-io.

Choose v e 93 so cxo(v) = v0; for any w e Ker c10 we have

0 = <{ciS8cio + cfo8cloK w> = <3c10«), cio(w)>

so by the lemma c'x0(w) e <¡>cxo(v) = <bv0. Either c'xo(w) = 0 for all weKerc10, in

which case Ker c10<= Ker c'x0 and therefore Ker ci0 = Ker c10 since both have

codimension 1, or else some c'xo(w)^=0, in which case Range c'xo = <I>c'X0(w)

<= Range c10 implies Range c'10 = Range c10 since both have dimension 1. As usual,

this linear choice for each c'x0 implies either Ker c'X0 = Ker cxo for all c'x0 or else

Range c'xo = Range c10 for all c'xo. These two cases lead to two kinds of inner ideals.

Consider the case when all c'xo have the same kernel. If c10wc10 = c10 by regularity
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(w = e'we*) fhen/=H>c10 is an idempotent orthogonal to e (e'f=fe'=f) and of rank

1 ; then/* is also of rank 1, so by the lemma

/8/*=/*3/=0.

Furthermore, Ker/=Kerc10: Ker/=>Kerc10 and they both have codimension 1.

Thus for any c' e 93 we have ci0 = ci0/(cio = e""ce'); as e'*ce' = 0 we see c' = e*ce

+ e*ce' + e'*ce = e*ce + t(e*ce') = e*ce + t(e*cf),

Sgcz 33' = e*3e + i(e""3/).

Now 93' has the form

93' = (e+/)*3«+/)

since (e+f)*x(e+f) = e*xe + (e*xf+f*xe) = e*xe + t(e*xf) using /*3/=0. In

particular, 93' is automatically an inner ideal. We show that if 93 is not a point

space then 93 = 93', while if 93 is a point space so is 93' and therefore by maximality

93 = 93' again.

To show 93 = 93' it suffices to show 9310 = 93i0, where 93i0 = e""93'e' = e*3/ Any

transformation xx0 = e*xfe e*8/vanishes on Ker/= Ker c10, as do all c'x0 e e*93e',

so it suffices to find c'x0 e 9310 with c'xa(v) = xxo(v) (recall cxo(v) = v0 so 93 = Oy

+ Ker c10) since then c'xo = xxo on all of 93. As xx0(v) e e*93 it is enough if e*93e'(93)

= e*(93). For any y,ze% we have c'={e*ye z c} e {93 8 93} c: 93, and c'XQ(v)

= (e*je)zc1o«) = e*>'ez«0) because ee' = e'*ce'=0. Thus we hope e*(93) = e""8e8«o)

= e*i$e(vo). By the lemma e*3e«o) will be all of e*(93) unless e«¿) is 1-dimensional,

e(vo) = $>u0, in which case e*8e«¿) = e*8«o = e*«o). Now w e m¿ o e*w e Vq1

= ®v0, so «¿ = e'*(93) + Oy0. Thus (e""8e)«0 = e*{e'*(93)-l-<Di;o} = <l>t;0. Note b(u0)

= Xv0 where A/0 since u0 = e(u0) = db(u0). For any >> = e*jeee*3e we may (by

subtracting off a suitable multiple of b) assume y(u0) = 0. But then y(2S)^Uo,

y (93) = e*y (93)<= e*(«o) = ®v0, while we saw that if y has rank 1 then y^y=y*3y = 0

and by regularity ,y = 0. Thus y e e*3e implies y e 0¿>, so that if b$jb^<£>b we must

have e*8e8«o) = e*(93) and 93 = 93'.

Now consider what happens if 93 is a maximal point space, b$jb = <bb. Any

element of 93' may be written as b' = Xb + t(e*xf) for some A e <D and xe8- If

je3 then byb = ab for some a, hence bye* = bybd=abd=ae*; also e*xfyb

= b{dxfy}b e b*ftb implies t(e*xfyb) = ßb for some ß, hence

e*xfye*xf = {e*xfyb + byf*xe}dxf

(recall/*8/=0) =ßbdxf=ße*xf. If we combine these and note at(z) + t(z)a*

= t(az) + t(za*) we get

b'yb' = X2byb + Xt(bye*xf) + Xt(e*xfyb) + t(e*xfye*xf)

= X2ab + Xat (e*xf) + Xßb+ßt (e*xf)

= {Xa+ß}b'

so that b' is a point and 93' a point space.
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The remaining case is where all c'x0 have the same range, Range c'x0 = Range/

= <t>u0 for/=c10w (w as before). Here again/is an idempotent of rank 1, but now

e*f=fe*=f In this case c'Xo=fc'xo, so

33 c 93' = e*Se + i(/Se').

We claim necessarily 33 is a point space in this case, b!$b = $>b: we saw

e*Se3(yo)c93io00c/Se'00=(t)yo, and e*^e^(v0) = e*(93) (#<J>y0 since e has rank

> 1) unless b$sb=<£>b. Thus S3 is a point space. We claim 33' is too, whence 33 = 93'.

Again writing b' = Xb + t(fxe') we argue as before to get b'yb' = {Xa+ß}b' for any

je S where byb = ab (hence byf=bye*f=bybdf=af) and t(fxe'yb) = ßb (hence

fxe'yf=ßf).

6. The algebras S(ö, »• For algebras determined by quadratic forms, de-

generate or not, we have the easy

Theorem 6. The inner ideals in a Jordan algebra S(ö, c)for a quadratic form Q

on a vector space X over a field are precisely the totally isotropic subspaces of X

(together with X itself).

Proof. If 33 is a totally isotropic subspace of £ then í/<bS = 0(33. S*)93 - £(33)S*

= 0(93, S*)S3C33 and 33 is an inner ideal.

Conversely, if S3 is a proper inner ideal it contains no invertible elements; since

x e S(ô, c) is invertible if and only if Q(x)=£0, we see 2(33) = 0 and 33 is totally

isotropic.

If Q is nondegenerate then S(ô, c) is regular : clearly x e i/xS = S if x is invertible,

and if Q(x) = 0 then Q(x, S)^0 by nondegeneracy so Q(x, y)=l for some y and

Uxy* = Q(x, y)x = x. Thus the principal inner ideal UJ& ¡s either S or $>x.

Corollary. If Q is nondegenerate then S(ö. c) has the a.c.c. and d.c.c. on

principal inner ideals. It has the a.c.c. and d.c.c. on all inner ideals if and only if there

are no infinite-dimensional totally isotropic subspaces.

To see the last statement, if S3 is infinite dimensional and totally isotropic with

basis xx, x2,... then the 33¡ = {x¡, xi + x,...} form a properly descending sequence of

inner ideals and the Sè'[ = {xx,..., x/\ a proper increasing sequence. Conversely,

if the 33, form a properly increasing (or decreasing) sequence of inner ideals the

dimensions must be increasing (or decreasing), so 33 = (J 33, (or 33 = 33!) must be

infinite dimensional and isotropic.

In characteristic 2 there are some slight variants on the algebras S(ô> » which

are obtained (up to isotopy) as follows: inside a split S(ö> c) = <t>ex + X0 + <I>e2 for

Q(aex + x0 + ße2) = aß-Q0(x0)

where Q0 is nondegenerate, consider the ample outer ideal

S(ßo, $o) = Ooei + £0 + <V2
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where <t>0 is an additive subgroup of $ satisfying (i) 1 e <I>0, (ii) ç>2(D0c:<j>0) (¡¡i)

Qo(Xo)®oŒ®o- (Thus we obtain S(öo, $o) by restricting the "diagonal" entries

to lie in an "ample" subspace O0 of <t>.) If the characteristic is not 2 or 0 is perfect

(so 02 = 0) or if Qo(x0,y0) is not identically zero (so £>0(£0)3 £?o(£o, O3£0)= 0>)

we necessarily have O0 = <D and S(öo> ®o) = %í(Q>c)- Thus we consider only the

case where Q0(X0, Xo) = 0 and where Q0 is still nondegenerate (so Qo(x0) = 0

implies x0 = 0). Note that this means So = S(öo> ®o) is "almost" a division algebra.

Thus we should not be too surprised if So contains few inner ideals.

Theorem 7. The only proper inner ideals in the algebra So = S(£?o> ^o) determined

by a nondegenerate quadratic form Q0 on X0 with QQ(X0, Xo) = 0 are the spaces

<¡>0ex, <£>ae2, and <bo(ex + Xe2 + x0)for x0 e X0 with Q0(x0) = X7tO.

Proof. Again x is invertible in So if and only if Q(x)=/=0 because the inverse

Q(x) - 1x* = Q(x) ~ 1{a2ex — x0 + axex} of x = axex + x0 + <x2e2 again belongs to So

(note Q(x)-1ai = Q(x)~2Q(x)ai for Q(x)~2 e O2, and Q(x)ai = ax<x2ai-Q0(x0)ai

where afa, , e (D2a;<=<I>0 and ooi^o^o^^o)- Therefore any proper inner ideal is

totally isotropic. Furthermore, So is again regular, so any inner ideal is invariant

under (D0<=r(So).

If Q(x) = 0 then axa2= Q0(x0). If ax or a2 is zero then Q0(x0) is too, whence

x0 = 0, and x = axex or a2e2. Otherwise axa2=Q0(x0)jíO, x = ax(ex + Xe2+y0) — ccxy

for A = a1~1a2 = af2(2o(xo) 6 ^o and y0 = aî1Xo e X0. If x belongs to an inner ideal

S3 so doesj; any other element x' has (after subtraction of a suitable multiple ofy)

coefficient ai = 0, hence x' = a'2e2; but then Q(y, x') = 0 implies Ace2 = 0, so a2 = 0

and jc' = 0and 33 = 00^.

Since all proper inner ideals are atoms in the lattice of inner ideals we have a

Corollary. The Jordan algebra S(öo> ^o) determined by a nondegenerate

quadratic form Q0 on X0 with Q0(X0, 3£0) = 0 has a.c.c. and d.c.c. on all inner ideals.

Any proper chain of inner ideals S = 331>332> • • ■ >33r>0 has length r ¿ 2.

7. The algebras S(JV, c). The exceptional algebras §(<S3, y) can be obtained via

the Springer Construction [6], wherein one starts with a cubic form A on a vector

space X over a field O and a basepoint c e X where N(c)= 1, and builds a Jordan

algebra $>(N, c) with unit c and (/-operator

(31) Uxy = T(x,y)x-x#xy.

Here it is assumed that the symmetric bilinear form T(x, y)= — 8X 8y log N\c is

nondegenerate, and that the adjoint mapping x* defined by T(xit,y) = 8yN\x

satisfies the adjoint formula

(32) x## = N(x)x.
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If xxy = (x+yy~x#—y* then from (32) we obtain

(33) x*xy# + (xxy)* = T(x*,y)y + T(y*,x)x,

(34) x*x(xxy) = N(x)y + T(x#,y)x.

An element x is invertible in 8(A, c) if and only if N(x) + 0.

Proposition 7. 3(A, c) is regular.

Proof. If N(x)=±0 then x is invertible and xe (7*3 = 3, so assume A(jc) = 0.

If x=£0 but x# = 0 then T(x, y)= 1 for some y by nondegeneracy, whence Uxy = x

by (31), while if x* ± 0 then again T(x*,y)= 1 for some y and by (34)x#x(xx y) = x,

whence Ux(xxy) = T(x, xxy)x — x = T(xxx, y)x — x = 2T(x*,y)x — x = x by (31).

The formula (31) shows that a subspace 93 is an inner ideal in 8 if and only if

(35) 93#x8c93.

In particular, any subspace 93 with 93# = 0 is an inner ideal, even a point space. If

93##0 there is an element b e 93 with d=b#=^0; if 93 is proper it contains no in-

vertible elements, so N(b) = 0 and hence # = ¿## = 0 by (32). But whenever t/# = 0

the subspace dx$¡ is an inner ideal: by (33) any of its elements dxy has (dxy)#

= T(y*,d)d, so (dxyfx% = T(y*, d)dx3<=dx%. By (35) this means dx% is

inner. In our original situation, d=b* and 93=>6#x3 where the latter is an inner

ideal. Indeed, when ¿>#^0 but N(b) = 0 we claim ¿>#x3 is just the principal inner

ideal «,8- By regularity, Í/8 contains ®6 and hence ¿>#x3 by (31), while con-

versely we saw above that b* x 8 contains b# x (b x y) = b for some y and so (by (31))

all of i/S- (We remark that if b* = 0 the principal inner ideal determined by b is

U^ = <S>b, while if N(b)^0 £/63 = 30

We now specialize to the case 8(A, c) = ^)(S3, y) for © a Cayley algebra. We have

already characterized the inner ideals in the Main Theorem, but we give another

derivation of these results based on geometric reasoning (see [1]). We need the

fact that the structure group of 3 = £>(£3, y) acts transitively on points, an element

being a point if x# = 0 but x/0.

Theorem 8. A subspace 93 o/8 = £>(©3, y) is an inner ideal if and only if it is one

of three types : (i) 93 = 8, (Ü) 93 = b* x 3 for any b e 93 with b* ̂  0, (iii) a point space

93#=0. 7/ 93 = 8 then 93 = Ux$ is principal. If 93 = b* x 3 then 93 = i/ö3 is principal.

7/© is a division algebra then the only point spaces are the spaces <î>b, and in this case

33 = £/(,8 's principal.

Proof. For arbitrary 3(A, c) we have noted that the three types are all inner

ideals. Conversely, if 93^8 then A(93) = 0; in this case either 93# = 0 or è##0 for

some b e 93, in which case we saw 93=,¿#x3=í/í,8- We will show that for

3 = €>(®3, y) such a b# x 8 is maximal proper, hence 93 = b* x 8. Now b* x 8 will be

maximal if S*(b* x 8) = S(fi#) x 3 is maximal for some S in the structure group.
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Since b* is a point, by transitivity we can choose S so that S(b*) = ex. Thus we may

assume b* is the diagonal idempotent ex in .Ç(©3, y), ¿#x3 = 3o«i). If 93>8o«i),

say some x = aex + c[l2] + d[l3]=/=0 belongs to 93, then x^=aex (since 1 =ex + e2 + e3

£93), so c or ¿/is nonzero. Now i/*,(£[23]e2 = {c[12] e2 ©[23]} = c©[13]<= (7sb8c93 and

similarly t/©[12]^93. Thus 93 = T)2[12] + ®3[13] for subspaces 2>,<=<S with <S>ßc%.

Then 2)3 = 1)2 = 1) is a right ideal, so D = 0 or ©; since x#0 we must have 15=©,

1[12] e 93, consequently 93 contains the invertible element l[12] + e3, a contradic-

tion. Thus ex x8 is maximal, hence dx^j is maximal for any point d.

Finally, if 6 is a division algebra we must show any point space has dimension 1.

If 6/0 lies in a point space 93 we may assume (applying an element of the structure

group) that b = ex. Then ex 93 = 0, and since e1xei = ei, exxa[23]=—a[23] with

all other product zero we see any other b' e 93 has b' = axex+a2[l3] + a3[l2]. But

b" = V — axex e 93 has b"2 = n(a2)(ex + e3) + n(a3)(ex+e2) + ä3a2[23] so n(a2) = n(a3)

= 0. In a division algebra this implies a2 = a3 = 0, b' e <&b, and 93 = <I>Z?.

The point spaces of the split .Ç(©3, y) have been investigated by T. A. Springer

and F. Veldkamp [7, Proposition 3.14]. By geometric methods they obtained the

classification which we arrived at in the Main Theorem; their work assumed

characteristic #2, but J. Faulkner has shown [1] how the geometry may be treated

uniformly in all characteristics. The lattice of inner ideals seems to play an im-

portant role in geometries associated with these algebras.
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